Neilpryde Baltic Cup 2012 Lithuania, Kintai

For the whole three days Curonian lagoon was decorated with colorful sails. 25-27th of May, „Neilpryde Baltic Cup Formula Windsurfing“ event was held by Extreme-sports.lt Lithuania.

„Neilpryde Baltic Cup" is a worldwide formula windsurf Baltic cup, consisting of three stages. Every year, on the last weekend of May, it's the most important windsurfing sport in Lithuania. Points, gathered there, are being approved and calculated into "Formula windsurfing" worldwide ratings.

Since the very first moment, the suspense was on. Here, in small Kintai town, as the strongest participants came here, including professionals.
In total, 47 participants from Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia and Russia took part in the cup.
First day the wind was too light, but the other two were super. Eight races were organized. Sadly, there were incidents - few racers broke the inventory and were rescued by the boat.
Lithuanian sportsman from Kaunas, Mantas Gresvičius was fifth in overall ranking, and that was the best result, achieved by Lithuanians. We are very proud to announce the youngsters (until 20 yrs) - Rytis Jasiūnas took the first place, and Paulius Voversys - third. This is very optimistic perspective for our sport in Lithuania.
Overall division (place, name, surname, sail number, country):
1. Martin Ervin (EST202, Estonia)
2. Toomas Molder (EST44, Estonia)
3. Janis Preiss (LAT 23, Latvia)

Juniors division (under age 20):
1. Rytis Jasiūnas (LTU799, Lithuania)
2. Roland Mik (EST36, Estonia)
3. Paulius Voverys (LTU718, Lithuania)

Light weight division (less than 75kg):
1. Gediminas Gresevičius (LTU76, Lithuania)
2. Roland Mik (EST36, Estonia)
3. Paulius Voverys (LTU718, Lithuania)

Masters division (over the age of 35):
1. Martin Ervin (EST202, Estonia)
2. Toomas Molder (EST44, Estonia)
3. Janis Preiss (LAT 23, Latvia)

Grand Masters division (over the age of 45):
1. Arvydas Moliušis (LTU789, Lithuania)
2. Audrius Menkevičius (LTU51, Lithuania)
3. Martins Grobins (LAT777, Latvia)
Next "Neilpryde Baltic Cup" event will be June 29 – July 1th in Estonia.

Full “Neilpryde Baltic Cup Formula Windsurfing” results are here: http://www.extreme-sports.lt/media/windsurf/data/2012rezultatai/BC2012/bc2012os.html

Event photo gallery here: http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10150834173826074.401651.150445671073&type=3
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